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ㅡ
Experience

Adelheid dance projects / Production Manager/on air
FEB 2022 - PRESENT, TORONTO - CITADEL ET COMPAGNIE

Developed a comprehensive rehearsal schedule and balanced the needs
of projection, lighting, sound and choreography in a layered residency
process, built set elements including set and lighting rigging, oversaw
rentals for multiple departments, facilitated and enabled communication
between all departments and to the venue

Barlizo Theatre Projects / Stage Manager/Lucky
2021-2022, TORONTO - THEATRE PASSE MURAILLE + VANCOUVER,
REVOLVER UPINTHEAIR/THE CULTCH

Assisted with online workshopping to develop script and dramaturgical
inquiry, will be calling the show once workshop process is complete

Hamilton Theatre Inc. / Stage Manager/ Spring Awakening
(cancelled due to COVID)
2021-2022, HAMILTON - HAMILTON THEATRE INC.

Built a comprehensive and detailed schedule for multiple months of
rehearsal with a large cast, coordinated production meetings with the
designers and director, facilitated an online reading

Tottering Biped Theatre. / Stage Manager/Carnivale des Animaux +
Sorcerer’s Apprentice
2021, BURLINGTON

Called the show, assisted with cueing during the rehearsal process,
offered some artistic insight during the rehearsal process, built props both trick props and basic props, built the show programme

Frost Bites Festival/Hamilton Fringe Festival / Stage Manager/
PD Day and Monologue Slam
2021, ONLINE

built detailed schedules, assigned and oversaw a digital stage
management team, coordinated with artists to provide the best online
experience, led warmups, and called a live broadcast show featuring
judges, performers, and a host from zoom to OBS to youtube stream via
phone call

7 Siblings Theatre / Stage Manager/The Antipodes (cancelled due to
COVID)
2020, TORONTO - THE ASSEMBLY

Took detailed notes during scene work, facilitated rehearsal process

Rendezvous with Madness Festival/ Stage Manager/The Life and
Death of Fred Herko
2019, TORONTO - DEAD END PHOTOGRAPHY STUDIO (SITE-SPECIFIC)

Operated sound + lighting + multiple projection sources during the show,
assisted with loadin/strike and set build, maintained a clean and efficient
pop-up theatre space including pre-show concessions and an improvised
backstage area

Party Time Productions for Toronto Fringe / Stage Manager/
TWINSATIONS!
2019, TORONTO - THEATRE PASSE MURAILLE BACKSPACE

Called the show and assisted with cueing for the rehearsal process

Blue Mind Collective for Paprika Festival/ Stage Manager for Out
of The Shadows - rehearsal only
2017, ETOBICOKE - HUMBER THEATRE

Kept a detailed performance track and procedural footage of the
movements to facilitate devising, assisted with devising

ㅡ
Additional experience

Crew calls / various
HAMILTON AERIAL GROUP, DUSK DANCES, THE THEATRE CENTRE, AKI
STUDIO, RICK DAVIS PRODUCTIONS FOR FANEXPO, BUDDIES IN BAD TIMES
THEATRE, CROW’S THEATRE, TARRAGON THEATRE, and others

load-in/strike calls including riser calls, hang calls, focus calls, theatre
maintenance calls including sorting gear, maintaining and updating
storage systems, and working on projects to ameliorate facility efficiency
and safety, cleaning calls, keeping an organization system for a full
signage rollout and working safely while ticketholders were in the
building, and more

Editing / various
2021 - PRESENT

sourced, compiled, and edited footage for a 30-minute video, including
dubbing scenes and manipulating footage, authored and published a
website to host the video, with a landing page, multiple show format
options, and an interactive component to the video, developed and
executed a vision to present a short play for digital performance,
including developing a filming and editing method to adhere to COVID
safety requirements and film with an international artist, self-produced,
directed, shot, and edited a digital short play for the Hamilton Fringe
Festival, and built basic animations for the intro and ending
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References

available upon request

